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TRAINING

Fire protection training
courses for 2020
he following are details of the
FPASA’s comprehensive range of
Fire Protection courses on offer for
the remainder of 2020.
All courses are accredited by an
appropriate body – such as the Local

T

Government SETA (LGSETA) or CFPA
Europe. Training takes place at the
FPASA facility near OR Tambo
International Airport in Boksburg, or
arrangements can be made for on-site
training at the client’s premises.

FPASA members and stakeholders
qualify for discounts of 5-30%.
For more information, contact Renay on
011 397 1618. Or email her:
renay@fpasa.co.za

Course dates and details as follows:
TITLE

APR

MAY

1 Basic Fire-Fighting Module

07

2 Fire-Fighting & Evacuation

06

JUN

JUL

AUG

16
10

3 Workplace Fire-Fighting, &Evacuation 20-23
Breathing Apparatus Optional add-on or
Grass Fire-Fighting standalone course

OCT

03

15

29- 02

SEPT

05

DEC

05

02

24-27

NOV

07
26-29

04

02

30- 03

}

4 Fire Risk Assessment & Prevention
Strategies

11-15

06-10

5 Advanced Fire Prevention

14-18

20-24
& 27-31

6 Fire Appliance Reconditioning

20-24

18-22

7 Plan Appraisal: A detailed analysis of
SANS 10400 - Parts A, T & W

22-26

06-10

19-23

28- 02
& 05-09
03-07

08-12

07-11

12-16

09-13 07-11

07-11

8 CFPA Principles in Fire Safety
Engineering

23-27

9 Fundamentals of Fire Investigation

25-29

20-24

12-26

10 Advanced Fire Investigation
Techniques

16-19

11 Sprinkler Pumps: Inspection and
Testing

13-15

12 Bylaws

02-04

22-25

09-12

13 CFPA Europe Fire Safety Diploma Technical Cycle Exam (Diploma)

09

03

14 Insurer Fire Impact Reduction
Strategy (InFIRes) Seminar

03

NOTE: 1. Courses can be arranged on-site on request - subject to a minimum number of delegates and suitable facilities.
2. The Association reserves the right to postpone or cancel a course.
3. These dates may be subject to change without notice. The amended course dates will be available on our website www.fpasa.co.za.

Diplomas on offer: Europe Fire Safety – Technical Cycle & Management Cycle

Bookings:

Library:

college@fpasa.co.za or
support@fpasa.co.za or
marketing@fpasa.co.za
011 397 1618/19

library@fpasa.co.za

Technical Enquiries:
compliance@fpasa.co.za

Membership/Publication
Enquiries:
reception@fpasa.co.za

Finance:
accounts@fpasa.co.za
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EDITOR’S VIEW

Focusing on wildfire
challenges from
around the world
elcome to the first 2020 issue
of Fire Protection, your
quarterly magazine for fire
industry professionals in Southern
Africa.

W

climate has warmed just over 1°C since
1910, leading to an increase in the
frequency of extreme heat events”.

In South Africa we know a thing or
two about wildfires. They are, and
always have been, a part of the local
landscape.

So a rise of only 1°C was a key,
although certainly not only, contributor
to the wildfire carnage that devastated
Australian over the period now known
as Black Summer (see our extensive
coverage from pg 6). It is indeed a
frightening thought for the fire industry
in South Africa!

They occur as a natural
phenomenon in grasslands, woodlands,
fynbos, and sometimes in indigenous
forests. Often our wildfires are started
by lightning or, in mountainous regions,
by falling rocks. Many are started by
accident by people being careless with
open flames and indifferent to the
consequences of their carelessness.
According to Working on Fire,
climate change is expected to increase
temperatures over parts of the interior
of South Africa by as much as 3-5
degrees C by the end of the century.
Longer dry spells may also occur more
frequently during all seasons. Rising
temperatures and increased drought
frequencies combine to exacerbate the
incidence of fire risk.

Average temperature rise of
only just over 1°C was critical
By as much as 3-5-degrees C! It’s a
worrying scenario when you consider
that the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology said in its State of the
Climate 2018 report: “Australia's
4

Speaking of frightening, I was
certainly alarmed to read of the
experiences of one senior Australian
firefighter, who told of raging fires so
huge that they created their own
weather as they moved across the
landscape, defying attempts to use
traditional weather forecasting methods
to predict what the fires would do next.

Services which is attracting positive
reviews (see our article on pg 18).
Moving away from Wildfires, don’t
miss another in our series of Insurer
Property Protection Guides. Our article
on page 26 deals with Acceptability of
Passive Fire-Protection Systems.

Then we move back home to find
out about a wildfire documentary
commissioned by Western Cape
Government Provincial Disaster
Management and Fire and Rescue
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As always, Fire Protection features
many though-provoking and hopefully
useful articles. Please enjoy your latest
read, courtesy of the FPASA.
Mike Simpson
Editor

The world’s leading standards,
testing and certiﬁcation organization.

Prescribed burns face
problems in the United States
Continuing our Wildfires theme in this
issue, we’ve also examined the
experience in the Western part of the
United States (see pg 20), where public
opposition to the tactic of prescribed
burns has played a part in several large
fires there in recent times.

When safety and
quality matter
most, trust the
BSI Kitemark

SA’s premier magazine
for
Fire Professionals
Editorial contributions
are welcome
Send submissions to the
editor Mike Simpson
E-mail: mike@media-simpson.com

• Fire System Installation and Maintenance (SANS 10139 / SANS 14520)
• Portable Fire Equipment (SANS 1910 / SANS 1567)
• Alarm Systems (EN 54)
• Fire Suppression (EN 15004)
• Fire Equipment Maintenance (SANS 1475)
• Emergency Lighting
Contact us:
• Hose reels (SANS 543)
bsi.za@bsigroup.com
New Schemes
• Service and maintenance of Wet- and Dry Risers
• Kitchen Fire Protection Scheme

bsigroup.com/en-ZA
+27 (0) 12 004 0279

WILDFIRES: AUSTRALIA 2019-20

The catastrophic
reality of Australia’s
Black Summer fires
6
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of going to Europe and burning every single square kilometre
of land in Switzerland, the Netherlands, Denmark, Slovakia
and Luxumbourg – with a bit to spare. Smoke from the fires
was detected 11 000km away in South America. According
to NASA, an estimated that 306-million tonnes of carbon
dioxide were emitted into the atmosphere.

The startling figures bear this out. As of 9 March 2020
the fires had burnt an estimated 186 000 square kilometres
(18.6 million hectares), destroyed more than 5 900 buildings
(including 2 779 homes), killed 34 people including several
firefighters, and exterminated an estimated 1-billion animals.

Around 3 700 Australian firefighters, most of them
volunteers, were involved in fighting the fires. The Australian
military provides a further 3 000 personnel and
approximately 300 firefighters came from other countries to
assist. Up to 500 aircraft and helicopters were involved. One
air tanker and two helicopters crashed.

ataclysmic; unimaginable; unprecedented; like an
atom bomb. These are just some of the ways that
the 2019–20 Australian wildfire season, now known
colloquially as “Black Summer”, have been described.

To put the fire size into perspective, that’s the equivalent
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Overview of the causes of the 2019-20
Black Summer wildfires
An official Senate Enquiry by the Federal government is still
collecting submissions until early April 2020 and will only
make known its findings in late 2021. There will also be
independent enquiries by the states of Victoria and New
South Wales, where the majority of the wildfires occurred.
However, there is already a large body of public evidence as
to the likely causes.

attributed to record-breaking temperatures and drought,
accompanied by severe fire weather, are the primary causes
of the 2019–20 Australian bushfire season. These causes are
likely to have been exacerbated by long-term trends of
warmer and dryer weather observed over the Australian land
mass.
The political nature of the crisis and its associated issues
has also resulted in the circulation of large amounts of

around 1% of NSW fires and 0.3% of Victorian fires by late
January 2020. Police in the state of Queensland said only
114 out of 1 068 fires were found to be deliberately or
maliciously lit.
Specific cause: Drought and temperature
According to Farm Online and the Sydney Morning Herald, a
likely contributor to the bushfire crisis was the ongoing
drought in eastern Australia – the most severe on record for
some fire-hit areas. Exacerbating the effects of diminished
rainfall in this drought was a record-breaking run of aboveaverage monthly temperatures, lasting 36 months to
October 2019.
The combination of heat and drought caused critical
low-fuel moisture content, with Victoria Country Fire
Authority response controller Gavin Freeman telling the
Australian Broadcasting Corporation that the underlying
dryness of the bush had led to exceptionally high fire danger.
Although Australia has naturally experienced high rainfall
variability and hot summers for millennia, the country has
recorded an increase of nearly 1.0°C in average annual
temperatures since 1910, decreases in average rainfall in
south-eastern Australia since 1990, and the country's worst

recorded droughts occurred during the 21st century, the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology said.
Specific cause: Climate change
Climate and fire experts agree that climate change is a
factor known to result in increased fire frequency and
intensity in south-east Australia, and although it should not
be considered as the sole cause of 2019-20 Australian fires,
climate change is considered very likely to have contributed
to the unprecedented extent and severity of the fires, said
the BBC and Guardian Australia in separate reports.
The crisis has led to calls for more action to combat
climate change. In December 2019, Australia had been
ranked worst in terms of policy, and sixth worst overall, out
of 57 countries assessed on the Climate Change
Performance Index, with the Morrison government labelled
an increasingly regressive force, Guardian Australia reported.
Originally downplaying the role of climate change in
causing the fires, the Bloomberg news agency said Prime
Minister Scott Morrison eventually conceded that climate
change was one of many factors involved and added that
Australia was “playing its part” in the international effort
against climate change.

Towering inferno. Smoke and flames approach a town in rural Australia

According to Australian Geographic magazine, Australia is
one of the most fire-prone countries on earth, and bushfires
form part of the natural cycle of its landscapes. However,
factors such as climate trends, weather patterns and
vegetation management by humans can all contribute to
the intensity of bushfire seasons. The most destructive fires
in Australian history have usually been preceded by
extremely high temperatures, low relative humidity and
strong winds, which combine to create ideal conditions for
the rapid spread of fire.
The Australian Broadcasting Corporation and Guardian
Australia report that scientific experts and land management
agencies agree that severely below-average fuel moisture
8

disinformation regarding the causes of the fire activity. This
unfortunately contributed to the neglect of credible
scientific research, expert opinion and the results of previous
government inquiries into the country’s numerous major
wildfires.
Specific cause: Ignition
The major cause of ignition during the 2019-20 fire season
in the states of New South Wales (NSW) and Victoria was
lightning strikes, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation
said. It reported that arson, which at the time was popularly
believed to be a key factor, was actually of little impact.
While there were certainly arson incidents and a number
of people were charged, arson had accounted for only

Fire Protection • March 2020

Soldiers help to evacuate people to a safer area on the other side of a river (Photo credit: Australian Department of Defence)
Fire Protection • March 2020
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Specific cause: Lack of prescribed burning?
Conservative politicians and media primarily blamed a lack
of prescribed burning and fire break management, although
such assertions have subsequently been heavily criticised
and disproven by scientific experts, said the Canberra Times
and Guardian Australia.
Accompanying this was the assertion that environmental
groups were responsible for the crisis by inhibiting prescribed
burning, despite environmental groups holding relatively
negligible political power compared to the main political
parties. Furthermore, the amount of prescribed burning in

little to stop bushfires and save property in south-eastern
Australia, with climate and weather conditions having
primary influence.
According to the Sydney Morning Herald, the effect of
previous prescribed burns in slowing the 2019-20 Australian
fires and assisting fire suppression efforts remains unclear,
although in many instances the fires were observed to burn
through cleared agricultural land and forest recently affected
by unplanned and prescribed burns, owing to the extreme
weather conditions and dryness of vegetation. Of particular
note, the damaging Currowan fire burnt though a large area

PHOTO CREDIT: DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

Volunteer firefighters mop up one of the thousands of blazes

south-eastern Australia has been stated to have increased in
recent years, following the recommendation for increased
prescribed burning from the 2009 Black Saturday Fires Royal
Commission, reported Guardian Australia.

of Morton National Park, which in 2017 was subjected to
one of the largest prescribed burns ever successfully
conducted in NSW.

Experts suggested that prescribed burning has been more
difficult to achieve given recent trends towards warmer and
dryer conditions, said the Canberra Times. Experts have also
cast doubt on the effectiveness of fuel-reduction treatments,
citing research which suggests that prescribed burning does

Throughout the Black Summer fire season there was public
speculation that hazard-reduction strategies on public land
and in national parks had been blocked by activists from the
Greens movement.

Specific cause: Prevention of hazard reduction?

However, the Guardian Australia newspaper disputed this,

Fire Protection • March 2020
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saying: "Despite the [contrary] evidence, a claim persists that
a major contributing factor [to] Australia’s devastating fire
season ... is not climate change but a conspiracy by
environmentalists to 'lock up' national parks and prevent
hazard-reduction activities such as prescribed burning and
clearing of the forest floor”.

Devastating Ecological effects
Prof. Chris Dickman, a fellow of the Australian Academy of
Science from the University of Sydney, estimated on
8 January 2020 that more than one-billion animals were
killed by bushfires in Australia; while more than 800-million
animals perished in New South Wales.

Wildfires ‘created
their own weather’

Ecologists feared some endangered species were driven
to extinction by the fires, said The Washington Post. Though
bushfires are not uncommon in Australia, they are usually of
a lower scale and intensity that only affect small parts of the
overall distribution of where species live. Animals that
survived a bushfire could still find suitable habitats in the
immediate vicinity, which was not the case when an entire
distribution is decimated in an intense event.

cientific modelling used by
firefighters to predict how
wildfires behave was ineffective
because the fires were so big that they
created their own weather patterns, an
incident controller told the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC).

S

Andy Gillham, from the Bairnsdale
incident control team in Gippsland,
Victoria, said in an interview at the

height of the fires that some
communities had fires approaching
from almost all directions.“Everybody's
saying the same thing; and that is that
a lot of the scientific modelling that we
use to try and predict where fire might
run is not coping with what's
happening in the landscape, just purely
because of the fire load,” he told ABC
Gippsland.

Fires do what they want
Gillham said as the fires built they
created their own weather, so data
from the weather bureau became less
relevant. “We know roughly what's
happening, but the fires are basically
doing what they want in the
landscape,” he said.
Gillham added that the

PHOTO CREDIT: EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY

The estimate was based on a 2007 World Wide Fund for
Nature (WWF) report on impacts of land clearing on
Australian wildlife in New South Wales that provided
estimates of mammal, bird and reptile population density in
the region.

Dickman's calculation had been based on highly
conservative estimates and the actual mortality would
therefore be higher. The figure provided by Dickman included
mammals (excluding bats), birds, and reptiles; and did not
include frogs, insects, or other invertebrates. Other
estimates, which include animals like bats, amphibians and
invertebrates, also put the number killed at over a billion, the
Huffington Post reported.

A European Space Agency satellite image captures smoke and flames from multiple fires in New South Wales

Research Sources:
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
Australian Geographic magazine
Canberra Times newspaper
CNBC broadcasting
Farm Online website
12

Guardian Australia newspaper
Huffington Post newspaper
NASA
Sydney Morning Herald newspaper
The Washington Post newspaper
Wikepedia
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Some of the fires were so big that they created their own weather patterns
Fire Protection • March 2020
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unpredictable nature of the fires, and
the fact that some communities could
see fires approach from multiple
directions, meant staying to defend
properties was only an option for the
few extremely well-prepared people
who were experienced and understood
fire.
But even then, he urged them to
think twice. “We want to reinforce that
message; just leave. There's no sugarcoating on this; there is no safe place,
[just] safer places.”
Meanwhile, broadcaster CNBC
reported that the fires created violent
weather systems that were able to

spark new fires, conjure fire tornadoes
and make fighting existing fires much
more challenging.

Smoke-infused
thunderstorms
CNBC said the rising heat from the
intense fires generated massive,
powerful clouds called
pyrocumulonimbus, which produced
smoke-infused thunderstorms.
Mike Fromm, a meteorologist at the
US Naval Research Laboratory who has
researched these clouds extensively,
told the broadcaster that he likened the
process to a volcanic eruption.

“They are a combination of a
regular thunderstorm that everybody is
very familiar with, but with the
explosive heat source from the fire
which actually makes them very
peculiar,” Fromm said.
These storms are capable of
producing cyclone-like winds, one of
which lifted up a 10-tonne fire engine
operated by the New South Wales Rural
Fire Service and flipped it onto its roof,
trapping the crew inside. One volunteer
firefighter died as a result.

Insurance industry hit is
smaller than expected
Although the Australia wildfires burned
across an extremely large area, their
reinsurance impact is proving to not be
as significant as some previous fires,
according to major insurance company
Aon.
The impact on the built
environment has been significantly less
than what might have been expected.
This is because the fires burned through
large remote areas, with the majority of
impacted towns having populations of
less than 10 000 inhabitants, the Aon
analysis found.
More than 23 000 bushfire-related
insurance claims were lodged across the
states of New South Wales,
Queensland, South Australia and
Victoria between November 2019 and
February 2020, with an estimated value
of 1.9-billion Australian dollars. The
biggest insurance claim from a wildfire
is 2.16-billion Australian dollars for the
so-called Black Tuesday fires in the
state of Tasmania.
14

“These bushfires are significant in
terms of duration and geographic
breadth of burnt area,” Aon said in a
statement. “Definitions applied to
bushfire events in reinsurance contracts
limit recoverable damage either by time
(i.e. a maximum duration) or
geographical extent (i.e. distance or
territorial boundary). The nature of the
current losses from the bushfires means

there is the possibility that the
reinsurance impact will not be as
significant as [in] some previous
events.”
The main reason that insurers
expect to pay less is that 90% of
damage was in national parks. Only 8%
of damage was in what is classified as
urban areas, while 2% occurred in what
is classified as residential areas.

Insurance claims are lower than anticipates as most blazes occurred in national parks
Fire Protection • March 2020
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Aboriginal cultural burning near Parnngurr in the Pilbara Region of Western Australia

The future of bushfire
management is to
fully embrace
Indigenous expertise

An Aboriginal man sets a fire at Fish River in Australia’s Northern Territory (Photo credit: Nature Australia)
originating in human activity) climate change is impacting
the frequency and intensity of the fires on this continent,
changing the weather and the vegetation we can expect in a
location, and often increasing the fire risks.”
The key message from recent social science research into
bushfire is, given that we cannot completely control fire and
there are no absolute fixes, there is a need to create a better
and more honest relationship of coexistence with traditional
landowners, he believes.
“Agencies and communities are already doing a lot in
this direction, seeking to know more about the positive and
negative outcomes of fires in the environment and to
understand the risks different communities face. However,
there is much more to do, including engaging much more
extensively with Aboriginal peoples,” Neale says.

The many benefits of engaging with
Indigenous Australians

A

ustralia’s recent out-of-control wildfire season
seems to have shown us that modern science and
technology is unable to successfully predict or cope
with everything that nature can throw at us.

Given that we cannot completely control fire and there
are no absolute fixes, we need to create a better and more
honest relationship of coexistence with the traditional
owners of the land, says Dr Timothy Neale of the
Cooperative Research Centre, an Australian governmentfunded scientific research programme.
In an article for Fire Australia magazine, Neale notes that
since the end of the Second World War in 1945, Australians
have increasingly aspired not only to own their own homes,
but to own homes close to coastlines and forests – close to
nature. Unfortunately, these same landscapes are places
16

that, for millennia, have regularly experienced bushfires. This
means that many things people care about – like houses,
towns, humans, pets and farm animals – are put at risk.

Human and ecological timescales are
vastly different
One of the key difficulties, he points out, is that human and
ecological timescales are very different. “Someone can live in
a landscape for years and never experience a significant
bushfire, and therefore reasonably not think of it as a highrisk area. But that landscape’s rhythm is actually ticking
away on a timescale of decades or centuries, preparing itself
for a major fire.”
He adds: “In addition to these mismatched timescales,
anthropogenic (environmental pollution and pollutants
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“A major aspect of my research is looking at the [numerous]
benefits from engaging with Traditional Owners and
Indigenous Australians about bushfire management. Many
Indigenous Australians have immense pride in their long
history of skilful fire use, and we have solid evidence about
the clear ecological, economic, social and health benefits to
being engaged in caring for [the countryside]”.
According to Neale, most early European settlers in
Australia saw Aboriginal peoples’ fire practices as an
annoyance or a threat. Only a few settlers, often farmers,
saw the positive effects these practices could have on
promoting regrowth and reducing the fuel available for
future fires. Even fewer respected the importance of
Aboriginal’ fire practices in hunting, ceremony and
communication.

“In recent years, there’s been renewed interest in
Aboriginal peoples’ fire practices and knowledge, thanks in
part to books such as Bruce Pascoe’s Dark Emu; however, it
is interesting to note that non-Indigenous scientists have
been influenced by these ideas for some time.”
Neale notes that if we look at early ideas of fuel
reduction burning, developed at the CSIRO (Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation) in the 1960s
and 1970s, they were drawing on ethnographic and
archaeological evidence about how, when and why
Indigenous Australians used fire in the landscape.
Regrettably, that influence was not matched with any real
engagement with contemporary Aboriginal peoples.

Knowledge sharing is sometimes
negative and exploitative
“That said, the mistake that many government and other
agencies can make, in Australia and overseas, is that they can
be too focused on what Aboriginal peoples might have to
tell non-Indigenous peoples. We have to understand that, in
Australia and elsewhere, many Indigenous peoples’ past and
present experiences of sharing their knowledge have
frequently been negative and exploitative. It’s pretty galling,
if you think about it, to follow up centuries of dispossession
by asking for more,” he explains.
“There are better alternatives, and one has to think in
terms of respectful partnership. As Indigenous scholars and
activists have been saying for a long time, non-Indigenous
peoples have to give up some of their power and control if
they want to work together. We have to start from the
premise of Aboriginal peoples’ rights, as the First Peoples of
this place, to speak authoritatively about Country. They must
be supported to use their own knowledge and be treated as
leaders in the management of their Country.”

Fire Protection • March 2020
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BUSHFIRES: S.A. FILM DOCUMENTARY

New educational film
documentary highlights the
complexities of bushfires in
the Western Cape
South African documentary film about bushfires in the
Western Cape is receiving positive reviews following its
release in late 2019 by the Western Cape Government
Provincial Disaster Management and Fire and Rescue
Services.

A

The 33-minute film is entitled ‘Walking With Fire: A
Wildfire Documentary’. It is an educational video aimed at
creating awareness and educating the public on the dangers
of wildfires, and was born out of a larger dream to conserve
environments globally from frequent and destructive
wildfires.
According to Justin Sullivan of Cape Town-based Sullivan

Sullivan believes that fire is everyone’s fight and,
therefore, South Africans should be doing everything in their
power to prevent bushfires. They should also assist the men
and women who fight bushfires and to come forward to
report anyone who is responsible for them.
The organisation Garden Route Fire Watch called the film
an “absolutely awesome documentary! Well worth watching

and learning from!” Good Things Guy called it “incredible”.
‘Walking With Fire: A Wildfire Documentary’can be viewed
on YouTube, the Good Things Guy website, The South African
news website, or the SullivanPhotographyZA Facebook page.
All photographs by Sullivan Photography

Photography, which produced the documentary, it only
scratches the surface of the complexities associated with
bushfires in the province. The content includes interviews
with firefighters and examines how many of these wildfires
start. Some start naturally, but most are a result of human
activity.
Sullivan and his small team spent four years putting the
documentary together.
“This has been one hell of a journey and at times I
thought it wasn’t going to happen… Through all the sweat
and tears (there were definitely tears), the countless camera
errors, close calls, [a] vehicle catching alight and [the]
absolute amateur approach at the start, it’s finally out there.
It’s not the original film I wanted, but it evolved into
hopefully a beneficial educational video that will contribute
in its own way,” he told the Good Things Guy website.

Need a workplace
fire risk assessment?
We can help
The Association offers an array
of fire risk management,
consulting and engineering
services, including legal
compliance reviews, fire
safety audits,
investigations and
evacuation
procedures and plans
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WILDFIRES: PRESCRIBED BURNS

and public opposition,” Associated Press
reported.
After a 2018 wildfire largely levelled
the city of Paradise and killed 86
people, the state of California
prioritised 35 brush and other
vegetation-reduction projects that
could all involve some use of
intentional fire, said Mike Mohler,
Deputy Director of the California
Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection.

Public concern is preventing
more prescribed burns
But public concern is one of the reasons
that burns don’t always happen. In
2012, for example, a prescribed burn in
the state of Colorado got out of control
and killed three people and destroyed
more than two dozen homes.

Firefighters retreat as a fire front approaches near the city of Carlsbad in California

“Overcoming public fears by
teaching about good smoke, bad smoke,
out-of-control fire and prescribed fire is
just one hurdle before firefighters can
put match to kindling,” Mohler told the
news agency. “It's the difference
between fire under our terms and
fighting fire on Mother Nature's terms.”
It can take years to plan and clear
federal, state and local environmental
and air pollution regulations. A burn
among giant sequoia trees once took
13 years to accomplish, said Michael
Theune, a spokesman for the Sequoia
and Kings Canyon national parks in
California.
“In the American West, where the
landscape is steep and downed trees,
brush and other fuels have built up over
decades of fire suppression, the socalled burn window can be short

because of hot, dry conditions. Relaxing
environmental restrictions has cleared
the way for more prescribed fires in
some cases,” Associated Press reported.

New laws help fast-track
the burn process
The state of Oregon recently changed
air quality rules for planned fires to
strike a balance between smoky winter
skies and bad summer blazes. California
proclaimed a state of emergency to
allow it to fast-track brush clearing.
Most states and federal agencies in
the U.S. West have ambitious goals they
don't achieve, said Crystal Kolden, a
University of Idaho forest and fire
science professor whose study
concluded that not enough prescribed
fires are being done in the region.

A water-bombing aircraft attacks a wildfire near Mendocino

Tactic of prescribed
burns encounters
ongoing hurdles in
America’s West
T
he prescribed burn, a lowintensity, closely managed fire
intended to clear out
undergrowth and protect
national parks and other land, is
considered one of the best ways to
prevent catastrophic wildfires in the
American West.
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According to a late 2019 report by
the Associated Press news agency, a
study published in the journal Fire
found prescribed burns on federal land
in the last 20 years across the West has
stayed level or fallen, despite calls for
more such burns.
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“Prescribed fires are credited with
making forests healthier and stopping
or slowing the advance of some blazes.
Despite those successes, there are
plenty of reasons they are not set as
often as officials would like – ranging
from poor conditions [in which to] to
safely [set a] burn, to bureaucratic snags
Fire Protection • March 2020
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WILDFIRES: PRESCRIBED BURNS

“They know they need to be doing
more prescribed fire; they want to be
doing more prescribed fire,” she said.
“They are simply unable to accomplish
that.”

WILDFIRES: INVESTIGATION

conservation organisation, said
reintroducing fire through prescribed
burns is appropriate in the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, where more
frequent lightning-sparked fires and

shrubs, and that's the model these
prescribed burning advocates have
used,” Halsey told Associated Press.
“They say if we have younger fuels on
the landscape, we'll have less fires or

Startling negligence by
utility company caused
devastating wildfire
egligence and failure to maintain
equipment by a now-bankrupt
utility company was the cause of
the deadliest wildfire in the state of
California’s history, an investigation has
found.

N

Among the findings of the
California Public Utilities Commission
investigation was that a tower and
hook which held an electrical
transmission line in place had not been
checked in 17 years. The hook failed
and the live wire then fell to the ground
and started a blaze.
The resulting out-of-control wildfire
in November 2018 all but destroyed
the town of Paradise, a community of
around 26 000 people. A total of 85
people died and 18 800 buildings were
destroyed. Only 5% of buildings in the
town remained without serious damage
after the fire.
A ruined mobile home park near the town of Paradise, where a runaway wildfire killed 83 people in 2018

Opposition from
environmentalists
According to the Associated Press
report, opponents cite the threat to
wildlife and release of greenhouse
gases. In California, some
environmentalists opposed intentional
burns because they can destroy natural
drought-tolerant shrubs and replace
them with flammable invasive weeds
and grasses.
Rick Halsey of the California
Chaparral Institute, a non-profit
22

blazes historically set by Native
Americans are believed to improve
forests by clearing brush to allow taller
trees to thrive and opening sequoia
seed pods so they can reproduce.
But Halsey said prescribed fires
don't help much of the rest of the
state. The fire that tore through
Paradise showed how ineffective
clearing underbrush can be – it roared
across 11 km that had burned just 10
years earlier.
“It was still grasses and weeds and
Fire Protection • March 2020

lower intensity fires, and we can use
those areas to protect communities.
And that has never happened in winddriven fires.”
The state of California
acknowledged in a draft environmental
impact report that clearing vegetation
may not slow or halt extreme fires.
But successful prescribed burns can
save property from some future fires,
supporters said.

could have prevented the blaze from
occurring, they believed.
“The identified shortcomings in
PG&E’s inspection and maintenance of
the incident tower were not isolated,
but rather indicative of an overall
pattern of inadequate inspection and
maintenance of PG&E’s transmission
facilities,” the commission said in its
findings.
Failure to replace the hook was a
contravention of PG&E’s own
maintenance manual, which stated that
“this is a hazardous Priority A condition
which requires immediate response and
continued action until the condition is
repaired”.
In its response to the findings, the

company said it accepted the
conclusions. “We remain deeply sorry
about the role our equipment had in
this tragedy, and we apologise to all
those impacted.”
PG&E noted that it has accelerated
inspections and “completed an
unprecedented process to inspect every
element of our electric system within
the high-threat fire areas”. It has
checked almost 730 000 transmission,
distribution and substation structures
and more than 25-million electrical
components in those areas.
Editor's Note: For more information on
the devastating wildfire at Paradise in
California, see our article about
Prescribed Burns on page 20

Saddled with crippling debt as a
result of its fire-related liabilities, the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) filed for bankruptcy. It has
subsequently been determined that all
victims will still be compensated by the
company.

Degraded hook should have
been replaced
During the investigation into the causes
of the Paradise wildfire, investigators
found that if the PG & E crews had
checked the hook and tower they
would have seen that the hook was
badly degraded. Its timely replacement

Inadequate maintenance by an electricity utility caused the most devastating wildfire in
California's history
Fire Protection • March 2020
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Acceptability of passive
fire-protection systems

another room, or from one building to
another by means of minimum safety
distances. The requirement to minimise
the spread of fire within and between
buildings is clearly defined in the
National Building Regulations. See
Principle 2 of Part 2 of this article.
In Part T of SANS 10400, several
sections provide passive fire protection
deemed-to-satisfy requirements. These
include and are not limited to the
following:
▲ Spatial separation by means of
minimum safety distances;
▲ Division-separating elements and
maximum division areas;

1. SUITABILITY OF PASSIVE FIRE
PROTECTION (FIRE RESISTANCE):
With the exception of spatial
separation, the fire rating of passive
fire-protection measures is provided as
a factor of time, in minutes. The time
factor is concluded following the
testing of fire-separating elements such
as fire walls and fire doors. In South
Africa, the standard for testing is the
SANS 10177 suite of documents, as
well as SANS 428. Test certificates must
be provided by the supplier.
The four main aspects which are
evaluated during testing are stability,

integrity, insulation ability and the
material’s own resistance to fire.
PRINCIPLE 2
In the case of fire doors, as an example,
the intention of the door is to protect
the area of the opening the door is
covering, to the same specification as
the level of protection the fire wall is
intended to provide. The fastening
methods as well as the frame must
carry the same fire rating as the door.
Stability. Stability indicates the ability
of the fire wall or door to remain stable
for that specified minimum period of
time, and not collapse or disintegrate

▲ Occupancy separating elements;
▲ Tenancy separating elements;
▲ Partition walls and partitions;
▲ Fire stopping between floors;
▲ Protection of openings;
▲ Raised access floors and suspended
floors of combustible materials;
▲ Emergency routes;
▲ Openings in floors;
▲ Fire stopping of inaccessible
concealed spaces;
▲ Protection in service shafts;
▲ Services in structural or separating
elements;
▲ Surface-finishing materials: floors,
walls, ceilings;
▲ Lightning-protection systems and
fire retardants.
Fire doors in a hospital. The intention is to protect the area of the opening the door is covering, to the same specification as the level of
protection the fire wall is intended to provide Photo credit: ArchitectProjects UK

1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE:
There are two distinct approaches to
fire-protection systems implemented in
the built environment, namely active
and passive fire protection. This article
will consider the acceptability of
passive fire-protection systems.
The term ‘passive’, according to the
Cambridge Dictionary, is described as
the following:
26

“The passive form of the verb is
used when the grammatical subject is
the thing that experiences the effect of
an action, rather than the thing that
causes the effect.”
This implies that passive fire
protection experiences the effect of a
fire rather than causes the effect. It is
this response to the effect of fire which
provides the usefulness of passive fire
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protection and its acceptability which
will be explored here.

2. REQUIREMENTS OF PASSIVE
FIRE-PROTECTION SYSTEMS:
Passive fire-protection requirements are
provided for in Part T of SANS 10400.
The fundamental approach is to provide
suitable separation between rooms that
may contain a fire origin in order to
prevent the fire from spreading to

PRINCIPLE 1
Passive fire protection is provided for in
Part T of SANS 10400. These systems
form part of the building structure with
the sole purpose of minimising the
spread of fire within and beyond the
building. Most of these systems are
provided for during the construction
phase of the building as part of the
main structure, passive fire protection
in the form of, amongst other, fire walls,
fire stopping and the provision of fire
doors.
Passive fire-protection systems must minimise the spread of fire within and between
buildings
Fire Protection • March 2020
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PRINCIPLE 4
The fire rating of finishing materials
contributes in various specific ratios to
the use of these finishing materials.

Various combinations may be applied
as informed by the heat-, smoke-,
flame-, surface flame spread- and
toxicological certified test results of

these materials. This allows for guidance
and flexibility, as provided by SANS
10400, of where certain finishing
materials may be used or not.

Pouring a concrete base for a firewall to form part of the new building’s passive fire-protection system

due to radiation impingement resulting
from intense heat or other effects of
fire such as flame impingement. In
other words, the door opening, as an
example, will remain covered or
enclosed for that specified minimum
period of time.
Integrity. Integrity indicates the ability
of the fire wall or fire door to remain
intact for that specified minimum
period of time, and not form cracks or
holes through which fire can spread or
warp, allowing heat to pass through.
Insulation. Insulation indicates the
ability of the fire wall or fire door to
resist being heated by the fire on the
one side for that minimum period of
time, until the other side of the wall or
door reaches the same temperature as
that of the fire side, also known as the
thermal penetration time.
Resistance. Resistance indicates the
non-combustibility of the construction
28

materials of the fire door or fire wall. In
other words, how long the wall or door
itself will resist being ignited by the fire.
PRINCIPLE 3
The four aspects – namely stability,
integrity, insulation and resistance – as
tested for, contribute in various specific
ratios to the fire rating or fire resistance
of the particular fire wall or fire door.
Various combinations may be applied,
such as high insulation time but
average stability, etc. This allows for
various options for the provision of
suitable fire walls and fire doors as a
functional precaution based on the
actual fire load of the room(s) or
compartment(s) they enclose.

2. SUITABILITY OF PASSIVE FIRE
PROTECTION (FIRE RATING):
Fire rating is provided following suitable
testing of finishing materials in terms of

Fire Protection • March 2020

SANS 10177. Test certificates must be
provided by the supplier.
The following inputs inform the fire
rating of a finishing material: Heat
index, smoke index, flame index, surface
flame spread and toxic fume
generation.
SANS 10400 provides tables where
the above indexes are provided for
floor, wall and ceiling finishes.

FPA FIRE COLLEGE
Fire courses acknowledged
for quality and professionalism

SANS 10177 has various parts
which provide suitable testing standards
for the above. The fire rating then
determines a coded serial sequence
which is displayed on the underside of
carpets used in hotel rooms, for
instance. The coded sequence covers
the following in this specific order:

COURSE BOOKINGS

FIRE PROTECTION
ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN
AFRICA
Telephone (011) 397 1618
Fax (011) 397 1160 or (086) 647 1633
Satellite Tel: (011) 552-6908/9
FPA Web page: http/www.fpasa.co.za

Combustibility- Non combustibility
/ Surface properties of combustible –
Non-combustible materials /
Limitations on use of materials /
Application identification of materials.
Fire Protection • March 2020
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Securex 2020
all fired up with
introduction of
new Firexpo

S

ecurex South Africa, the
continent’s leading security
exhibition, will see visitors getting hot
and bothered at the 2020 show, with
the addition of a new sub-section,
namely Firexpo. Aimed at showcasing
the latest fire and rescue products and

services, Firexpo will add a new
dimension to the 27-year Securex
pedigree, the organisers say.
Securex will be co-located with
both the A-OSH EXPO and the
Facilities Management Expo at
Gallagher Convention Centre in
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FIRE PROTECTION

Midrand. It is set to take place from 2-4
June 2020.
“As a tradeshow that has a longstanding history, it’s important that we
continually look for ways to keep
Securex fresh and reflective of the
greater industry,” explains Sven Smit,
Event Director at Specialised
Exhibitions, part of the Montgomery
Group.

Premium Aluzinc ® steel
fire sprinkler and hydrant tanks

Firexpo will focus solely on
the fire and rescue sector
“Firexpo will focus exclusively on
suppliers representing the fire and
rescue market, a critical component not
only of security, but also within
facilities management and occupational
health and safety (OHS).
“This is in keeping with our ‘2020
Vision’ theme for this year across the
three expos,” he adds. “We are
delighted to advise that Firexpo will be
supported by the Fire Detection
Installers’ Association (FDIA), which has
a long-standing reputation of providing
representation and leadership to the
fire detection and gaseous
extinguishing system industries for
more than 20 years. It is our opinion
that the backing of Firexpo by the FDIA
cements our planned initiatives for the
introduction of the new section to the
local market.”

The FPA Fire College
The FPA Fire College offers a wide range of courses. Among
these are the Confederation of Fire Protection Associations
(Europe) Diploma in Fire Prevention and the CFPA Europe
Principles of Fire Engineering course.
FPASA’s Insurer Fire Impact Reduction Strategy (InFIReS)
incorporates The National Fire Information Resource
(NatFIRe) facility to improve the collection, collation and
availability of National Fire Loss Statistics.

More than 10 000 people
expected to attend
Companies operating within the fire
protection, prevention and detection
sector interested in supporting Firexpo
will benefit from the more than 10 000
visitors drawn in by the combination of
Securex, A-OSH EXPO and Facilities
Management Expo.
accredited

For more information, visit
www.securex.co.za/, or contact Specialised
Exhibitions, part of the Montgomery Group, on
+27 (0) 11 835 1565.

Proud BBBEE
Level 2
Supplier

www.rainbowtanks.co.za
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New building fire
The rapid shift in
safety-rating system building-design
materials
Fire Risk Management

Changing climate
for emergency
management

NFPA 13: Waterbased fireprotection systems

NFPA 101: Life safety
in new and existing
structures

Justin Francis

Fire Risk Management

Fire Australia

NFPA Journal
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Bob Glendenning

Alana Beitz

Jonathan Hart

Kristin Bigda

June 2019

Issue 1, 2019

Jan/Feb 2019

May/June 2019

To keep pace with the rapid shift in
building-design materials and
specification, the fire-protection
industry is changing. Bob Glendenning
examines the subject. Across towns and
cities, architects have been creating
more interestingly shaped buildings,
often fully glazed with the steel frame
on show. You need only look at the
London skyline to see how these
stunning buildings have grown in
popularity and imagination in recent
years. This is due in part to intumescent
coating, which protects the steel in a
building by forming a char in the event
of fire.

Fire and emergency services deal with
extreme weather on a daily basis. While
fire, flood, storms and heatwaves are all
naturally occurring hazards, climate
change increases their frequency,
severity and complexity – putting
additional stress on fire and emergency
services. The impact and flow-on effect
of climate changes are of significant
concern for emergency personnel and
the communities they operate in.

Understanding terminology is
important when applying codes and
standards. Equally important is
understanding the relationship between
different codes and standards that
apply to a single building. These two
factors are demonstrated in the
application and use of quick-response
sprinklers in health-care occupancies
and requirements of NFPA 101 (Life
safety code) and NFPA 13 (Installation
of sprinkler systems), as well as in the
difference between the terms
‘compartment’ and ‘smoke
compartments’.

Balancing the long-standing focus of
occupant life safety from fire events
with the growing need for security from
non-fire related events, continues to be
a common theme running through the
proposed changes and technical
committee discussions during the first
stages of developing the 2021 edition
of the NFPA 101 life-safety code.
Providing guidelines for how to safetylock classroom doors in schools,
daycare facilities and office buildings is
a recent example of how the code has
addressed a specific need to balance life
safety alongside fire and occupant
security. However, are we at a point
where fire and safety drills have
become excessive? Do we risk
discouraging the appropriate occupant
response, thereby diminishing the value
of all drills?

Justin Francis presents his outline of a
new fire and safety-rating system
designed for medium- and high-rise
buildings worldwide. This article
outlines a Building–Fire and Life Safety
Rating (B-FLSR) system aimed at both
old and new medium- and high-rise
buildings. The rating provides
information to occupants of the
building on the level, type of fire, and
life-safety protection within the
building. In this way, it encourages a
proactive approach to building fire and
life safety.

Choosing the right
fixed fire protection
for buildings
Fire Risk Management
Gary Howe
November 2019
An installed automatic fixed firefighting
system is a highly effective element in
the fire-protection strategy of a
building because it is immediately
available and is designed specifically to
meet the defined fire hazard. Selecting
the appropriate form of fixed fire
protection for complete building
protection will require the input, help
and specialist knowledge of a
competent person who will be faced
with the challenge of not only
satisfying the requirement of the
current building regulations and the
local fire authority (which are
predominately life-safety
requirements), but also the propertyprotection requirements of the building
insurer.
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Grenfell Phase
Two inquiry
underway
hase Two of the Grenfell Tower
Inquiry into the causes of the
blaze that killed 72 people and
injured 70 more in June 2017 got
underway in London on 27 January
2020.

P

Broadly, Phase One sought to
determine what happened on the
night and its hearings concluded in
December 2018, with the report
published in October 2019.
Phase Two’s purpose is to find
out what happened, why, and what
can be done to prevent it from
happening again. It is not certain
how long Phase Two will take, but
the hearings are expected to
conclude sometime in 2021, with
the report to follow thereafter.
It is likely that the findings of
both Phase One and Phase Two of
the inquiry will inform any future
legal proceedings, whether criminal
or civil.
One of the surprising aspects of
Phase One was that changes to
fire-safety regulations in the UK
relating to building cladding– the
primary problem in the Grenfell
Tower fire – were implementing
before the Phase One findings were
published.
This was because Phase One
took far longer to complete than
anticipated. To date there are
already 75 000 documents that
need to be considered during Phase
Two.
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Remote-controlled
monitors for fixed
firefighting systems
By Fritz Zimmerman, Head of Engineering at FireDos GmbH, Wölfersheim, Germany for DoseTech Fire
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he requirement for automated
firefighting is continuously
increasing. Remote-controlled
monitors, especially in combination
with automated fire detection, allow a
targeted but flexible firefighting
operation in limited areas. The technical
developments in the field of drive
engineering, sensor technology and
control technology offer great future
potential for the industry.
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Advantages of automated
firefighting systems with
remote-controlled monitors

▲ Tank farms

Automated firefighting systems are well
known as sprinkler systems and also
spray nozzles. But for several years now,
automated firefighting systems with
remote-controlled monitors have been
used for fire protection of:

▲ Thermal power plants

Fire Protection • March 2020
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▲ Petroleum loading terminals
▲ Aircraft hangars
▲ Production facilities
▲ Recycling plants
▲ Waste incineration plants.
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The extensive range of monitors,
and the ability to select from a variety
of mountable nozzles, provide flexibility
and enhanced performance to achieve

with suitable fire detection and control,
effective fire protection can be
guaranteed while requiring a minimum
of firefighting personnel.

complex facilities. The response times
are similar to current automatic
firefighting systems.

of the monitors must be considered. In
order to achieve the requirements of
repeated accuracy for pre-programmed
extinguishing operations, zero-clearance
bearings are necessary to prevent any
tilting of the pivot mounting.
In addition, a design aimed at
reducing the

freedom, remote-controlled monitors
should allow wide swivelling ranges.
Preferably, the horizontal swivelling
range is 360° and the vertical swivelling
range reaches from +90º to -90°. Both
swivelling axes should have self-locking
worm gears to prevent the monitor
from unintended adjustment by an
external force. In addition, self-locking
gears help to stop remote-controlled
monitors at the desired position
without requiring additional brakes.
In order to achieve the corrosion
resistance required for a long-term
use of the monitor, components
made of

compact dimensions. This reduction in
pressure loss indicates that the
extinguishing water turbulence on the
way through the monitor is reduced to
a minimum. Flow-optimisation,
however, does not end with the socalled pivot mounting, i.e. the body of
the monitor, but also including the
nozzle.
A sufficiently long nozzle design
reduces the turbulences from the pivot
mounting and creates the basis for the
long reach of CFD flow-optimised
nozzles. As it has already been practised
with manually-controlled monitors,
even nozzles for remote-controlled
monitors can optionally be fitted with
regulators to control the extinguishing

repulsion of
the water jet and
decreasing the power
needed to swivel the
monitor, such as the optimised
FireDos octagonal ‘Oval Flat Design’,
is essential. This also includes
suitable contact-free, and thus
wear-free, absolute encoders in order
to implement an accurate and precise
nozzle direction in the case of
automated firefighting systems.

An automated firefighting system with remote-controlled monitor being activated at a production facility
effective fire protection for high-risk
areas. Remote-controlled monitors
allow a targeted firefighting operation
in confined spaces and can be used
with extinguishing agents such as
water, low-expansion foam and, if
required, even powder.
The nozzles are fine-tuned to suit
the type of extinguishing agent,
allowing extended reach. Combined
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To fully utilise the potential offered
by remote-controlled monitors for
firefighting, introducing a
programmable (PLC) control system
with state-of-the-art communication
facilities is mandatory. This allows the
connection with automatic firedetection systems and fire-alarm
control panels for very large and
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Requirements for remotecontrolled monitors used in
automated firefighting
systems
When using remote-controlled
monitors in automated firefighting
systems, function-relevant parameters
with regard to design and construction

It is vital to use sensors which can
monitor and save movements and
positions, even when electricity is shut
off. In case of manual manipulation of
the monitor using fitted hand-wheels
(i.e. during maintenance or
commissioning), this ensures that no
reference adjustment is necessary for
recalibration of the programmed
automated swivelling movements.
In addition, the drives which
regulate the spray pattern must be able
to be fitted with absolute encoders.
Beside the right/left and up/down
movements, this provides a third
parameter which allows influencing of
the shape and range of the spray target
area. A larger spraying angle also
reduces the impact of the jet of
extinguishing agent, which prevents a
bulk-materials fire from spreading. To
achieve the necessary degree of

seawaterresistant cast
aluminium, along
with additional
special hard anodized
coating, are used and have
proven themselves over many
years.
Using only cast parts to
build monitors eliminates the
risk of stress corrosion cracking,
which occasionally appears in welded
parts. Further, the development process
of monitors using cast parts increases
the design flexibility and optimisation
process significantly. The components
can be flow-optimised by the use of
CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
simulation software.
Low-pressure loss figures can be
achieved even with comparatively
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agent flow-rate.
FireDos monitors offer the
option for this to be done by
remote control during
operation. The flow can thus be
adapted to the actual
requirements of firefighting.

Features of control systems
used for automated fixed
firefighting systems with
monitors
The range of electric control systems
for remote-controlled monitors varies
from standalone control systems to
control a single monitor, through to
complex systems with multiple
37

SPONSORED CONTENT: REMOTE CONTROLLED MONITORS

controlled monitors can be adjusted in
the control cabinet without having to
make any settings directly at the
remote-controlled monitors. In the case
of very large systems, this is an
invaluable time-saver during
commissioning, service and use.

The following four oscillating modes
(see table below) are normally used:
If control systems for remotecontrolled monitors are interconnected
with fire-detection systems (i.e. on the
basis of IR cameras), pre-selection of
individual zones can be skipped. The
monitor will then swivel to an area
identified by the fire-detection system
and will start the extinguishing
operation directly at the source of the
fire. In case of locally-confined initial
fires, this results in maximum
firefighting success while consuming
only a minimum amount of
extinguishing agent and affecting only a
limited area.

But it is not only thresholds and
rest positions which can be
programmed via a display. The best
oscillation mode for the respective
system can be individually selected and
programmed for either single or
multiple monitors.
Currently, four different oscillating
modes are normally used, which allow
adapting to the various requirements in
different applications. This enables the
hazardous areas within these
applications to be separated into
individual zones, where one or even
several monitors will apply their
extinguishing agent in case of an alarm.

Outlook and conclusion
The technical developments in the field
of drive engineering, sensor technology
and control technology offer great
potential to detect fires in their initial

In addition, a focus must be placed
on what firefighters around the world
use to fight fires. In live operations, the
extinguishing agent flow is adapted to
the requirements set by the fire
incident. The availability of remotecontrolled monitors and nozzles where
the extinguishing agent flow rate can
be adjusted by remote-control without
interruption of the operation makes it
possible to also apply this procedure to
automated firefighting systems.
If it is possible to successfully apply
experience and procedures from
practical firefighting to automated
firefighting systems, the seeming
paradox of ‘less extinguishing agent
leads to a higher level of fire protection’
can become a reality.

Abbreviations used:

Manual monitor being checked by a technician

FireDos foam dosing proportioners and skids • Monitors and water cannons
• Mobile dosing and monitor trailers • Bund, tank top and rim pourers

monitors where decentralised individual controls are
connected with a central control unit via a fibre-optic
network.
Dependant on the requirement, compact PLC systems, or
systems consisting of several interconnected assemblies,
make up the control system. Where a high level of safety is
required, redundant CPUs can be installed or, alternatively,
PLC control systems in accordance with the required safety
level (SIL).
A daily automatic self-test is one standard feature of
today’s control systems. During this process, the functionality
of all drives and sensors fitted to the remote-controlled
monitors is tested. If a fault is found at one of the
components, a corresponding error message is sent to the
supervising body. This ensures that potential failures are
reported immediately and can be eliminated before an
operational malfunction occurs.
This significantly increases the reliability and availability
of the automated firefighting system, compared to systems
which are tested for functionality at long and possibly
irregular intervals.

Hand line nozzles • Mueller gate valves, indicator posts and fire protection
control valves • Jones hydrants • Foam concentrate & foam tanks

+27 (0) 861 111 544 • Mike – mgf@dosetech.co.za
firedos@dosetech.co.za • www.dosetech.co.za
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phase, as well as to fight fires in a
localised and resource-conserving
manner via the use of monitors.

For easier commissioning, the automated control systems
are fitted with an HMI (Human-Machine Interface) option.
Thus, during commissioning or a change in program, all
threshold values which must not be exceeded by the remote-
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Oscillating
mode
Horizontal

Monitor oscillates horizontally
around the current point.
Nozzle is not adjusted
automatically. Manual
alignment to starting point
is necessary.

PLC Programmable Logic
Controller
CFD Computational Fluid
Dynamics
CPU Central Processing Unit
SIL Safety Integrity Level
HMI Human-Machine Interface
IR Infrared

End-to-end

Monitor oscillates horizontally
and vertically to limits within
the defined window. Nozzle is
automatically adjusted to
specified spray angle when
oscillating mode starts.

About the author

Description

Guided

Monitor oscillates horizontally
from limits within the defined
window. After each horizontal
travel, the process is carried
out vertically in small steps.
Nozzle is automatically
adjusted to specifiied spray
angle when oscillating mode
starts.

Step
sequence

Monitor oscillates within
window defined by single
points. Number of points can
be adapted to demands of
installation. Adjustment of
spray angle of nozzle can be
specified at each point to
specific value.

Graphical representation

Fritz Zimmermann was hired by
FireDos GmbH of Wölfersheim,
Germany as head of the engineering
department in 2012. He is in charge
of foam-proportioner and firemonitor design and development.
Previously he worked for Alco for
over 28 years in the design and
development of fire monitors and
project development for automated
extinguishing systems and tank
firefighting equipment.
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DoseTech Fire is the South African
authorised partner of FireDos GmbH.
For more information, visit
www.dosetech.co.za
Email: mgf@dosetech.co.za.
Tel: Mike Feldon. +27 (0) 861111544.
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COMMERCE

Enhancing passive
fire protection
through fire
compartments

T

hose responsible for design and
construction in the built
environment are applying
solutions to mitigate the spread and
enhance containment of fires in
residential and commercial buildings.
Understanding the different ways in
which the spread of fire can be retarded
is key. Through the creation of fire
compartments, architects and builders
are well placed to take a proactive lead
in potentially mitigating and arresting
the spread of fire in a building.
The creation of fire compartments
and passive fire protection in a building
is essential for containing a fire and
preventing it spreading, at the same
time providing a valuable time cushion
to enable evacuation of the occupants
of the building and time for emergency
services to reach the scene and bring
the still-manageable blaze under
control.
Fire resistance is the time, expressed
in minutes, in which a burning
compartment is able to successfully
fulfil its role and thus prevent the fire
from spreading.

Examples of projects using
the Fire Protect range

penetrations. They provide
cost-effective solutions using
the latest technology.

Fire can be retarded
for up to four hours
Fire Protect will retard fire for
up to four hours. It is a
complete, fully certified and
approved range of passive
fire-protection products used
in expansion and connection
joints, openings and
penetrations between fire
compartments.
Fire Protect products for
passive fire protection, which
are included in the
construction of a building, are integral
to the structure and have a primary
function to reduce the spread of flames,
heat and smoke and thus enhance fire
safety.

The Pearl of Umhlanga, the spectacular
residential resort on the north coast of
Kwa-Zulu Natal, the conveniently
situated Castle Rock apartments in the
centre of Cape Town, and Balwin
Properties’ trailblazing Crystal Lagoon
resort – The Blyde in Pretoria – are a
few of the high-profile projects which
have used the Den Braven Fire Protect
range during construction and the
finishing phases.

The correct use of
products from the Fire
Protect range in conjunction
with other items in the range
is essential. The more Fire
Protect elements used, the
higher the success of
retarding the fire. Passive fire
safety has become important
in building renovation work
and is used for maintenance
jobs at the 110-store
Atterbury Value Mart in
Pretoria East.

Richards Bay Medicross Centre, one
of the tallest buildings in Richards Bay,
is another that is staying a step ahead
of potential fire by using Fire Protect.
The internationally rated Den
Braven Fire Protect range of sealants is
a patented range of products, available
in either a silicone, acrylic, or hybrid
sealant as well as expansion foam. It is
applied to joints and gaps such as
window frames, doors and cornices, and
linear joints during their installation in
the finishing stages of construction.
Fire Protect products can also be
used for openings and surface

The importance of passive fire
protection was realised during the
planning and construction of what is
now the world’s fourth largest coalfired power station, the Kusile Power
Station, in the Nkagala
district of Mpumalanga.
Various Den Braven FP
products were used to meet
the requirements for some of
the buildings.

Den Braven SA is a
member of the Fire
Protection Association of
Southern Africa (FPASA).

the Den Braven
difference!
Ask us about
the full
FireProtect®
range

TTested
e
ested
EN 1366-4
FFire
ire retardant
up to 4 hours

Do it right the ﬁrst time
Contact us in JHB: 011 792 3830, CT:
CT: 021 552 9674
DBN: 031 579 2375 or sales@ denbraven.co.za
www.denbraven.co.za
www.denbraven.co.za
Den Braven
Sealants
South Africa

Fire Protect PU Foam B1 can be sealed with
Fire Protect Acrylic Sealant - increasing fire
resistance

Please contact us for further product,
product,
technical information and technical assistance
CooleAd 18462
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New range of smoke
detectors for SA market

With 255 devices per loop, a short-circuit loop isolator in
every device, multiple type codes, 40V loop voltage and two
speedy programming options, the system is receiving
positive reviews from fire specialists, Brigit claims.

Programmable for most applications
rigit Systems has introduced a new range of smoke
detectors with a full range of C-TEC addressable
panels, all complete with EN54 approvals. The
detectors were specially developed with a new protocol that
is widely adaptable to most panels in the market.

B

“This gives us the edge to supply our own devices with
CTEC addressable systems to gain a bigger footprint in the
market. We are price competitive and provide support
nationally,” says Brigit Systems Managing Director, Deon van
Zyl.
The applicable EN54 approvals are as follows:

Certification No.:

BRIGIT Model No.:

KM 587749 (in respect of EN54-5)

BRS-HA-H2; BRS-HA-HL

KM 587751 (in respect of EN54-7)

BRS-SA-S2; BRS-SA-SL

KM 702040 (in respect of EN54-11) BRS-MCPA
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Meet the new CAST
Brigit Systems also launched a new CAST protocol intelligent
detector from CTEC. It is claimed to be the world's mostadvanced 'distributed intelligence' fire alarm system.
“Comprising a stellar line-up of industry stalwarts supported
by a future-defining roll call of exciting newcomers, CAST is
the fire alarm system everyone's talking about,” states Van
Zyl.
“Powered and controlled by C-TEC's robust 'futureproofed' CAST communication protocol (C-TEC Addressable
System Technology), the system breathes new life into our
XFP and ZFP addressable fire panels,” he says. “Sharing the
limelight with the panels and protocol is a talented crew of
CAST fire detectors, call points, sounders, VADs and interface
modules. All are designed and manufactured by C-TEC in the
UK.”
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According to Van Zyl, CAST has optical, heat and multisensor fire detectors, all programmable to cover virtually
every conceivable smoke and heat detector application.
Intertek certified to the relevant parts of EN54, they include
two ultra-bright LED indicator strips offering 360-degree
visibility, a detector/base locking mechanism and an onboard
short circuit loop isolator.
With different sensitivity settings available for different
times of the day, they are among the most powerful
detection devices available, he says.
“Our CAST surface-mounting call point is no ordinary
device. With an onboard short-circuit loop isolator, a
smooth-action resettable element that mimics the feel of
breaking glass, a photo-luminescent operating window and a
red LED 'alarm ring' that illuminates the call point's face
upon activation, it is without doubt one of the most eagerly
anticipated detection devices on the market,” Van Zyl states.

Sounder/VADs are compatible
Utilising the latest advances in sounder and LED technology,
C-TEC's EN54-certified addressable Sounder/VADs are
compatible with C-TEC's entire range of ZFP and XFP CAST
protocol fire panels.
Three types are available. Base – providing C-3-8
coverage and designed for use as part of a stacked
sounder/VAD/detector base combination. Hi-Output – a
high-performance W-3.2-8.2 rated wall-mounting range.
Compact – a range of six variants offering C-3-8 or W-3-3.1
coverage. All models are available with or without an
onboard sounder.
“With fire legislation in many countries now stating any
power supply performing a mandatory function of a fire
alarm system must be certified to EN54-4, C-TEC's range of
switch-mode VdS certified power supplies has come into its
own,” observes Van Zyl.
Ideal for controlling beam detectors, auto-dial
communicators, aspirating smoke detectors, electromagnetic
door holders, ventilation systems and more, the range
comprises 1.5A, 3A and 5A 24V units and a 2A 12V unit. A
comprehensive range of non-EN54 PSUs is also available.
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PROTECTING MINING ASSETS

carefully within its specific operating
environment in order to understand
what hazards and fire risks that vehicle
is exposed to. These range from
excavators to haul trucks and even drag
lines.
Inherent fire risks include the
turbochargers and brake system
overheating, as well as high-pressure
hydraulic systems and electrical
equipment that may ignite a
combustible or flammable component
of the vehicle. ASP Fire designs systems
to suit individual vehicles and their
specific requirements. This means
examining the conditions not only
inside the vehicle, but also within the
surrounding environment.

The design and installation of a vehicle fire-protection system requires that mining vehicles are subjected to a Hazard Identification
and Risk Assessment

Fire-protection
systems are
essential for highvalue mining assets
t is essential to undertake pre-shift
and weekly inspections on mining
vehicles that operate in demanding
environments to ensure that the fire
system is in working order. This is
because mining vehicles such as
excavators are high-value assets
operating under harsh conditions where
there is an inherent danger of fire,

I
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warns ASP Fire CEO, Michael van
Niekerk.

is sufficient pressure in the detection
line and in the system.

During such an inspection, the
technician needs to check that the fireprotection system nozzles are still
attached correctly and covering the
high-risk areas effectively; that the
blow-off caps are still on; and that there

The design and installation of a
vehicle fire-protection system requires
that mining vehicles are subjected to a
Hazard Identification and Risk
Assessment (HIRA) of potential fires.
Each vehicle needs to be assessed

DCP extinguishers offer
minimal cooling
Although dry chemical powder (DCP)
extinguishers are highly effective in
firefighting, they offer minimal cooling
properties. This results in re-ignition of
flames, especially in liquid fuel and
rubber fires, thereby increasing the risk
of property damage and loss of life. The
powder inside DCP extinguishers can

also compact due to vibration when
placed on a moving vehicle.
This compacted powder increases
the risk of malfunction when activated.
As a result, DCP extinguishers placed on
mobile equipment need to be serviced
more frequently. DCP extinguishers also
pose serious operator and
environmental hazards. When used in
confined spaces, they can affect the fire
respondents’ visibility and capability to
effectively suppress the fire, or to safely
evacuate an area should the fire grow
out of control.
A much more effective and ‘greener’
solution is water-mist special risk and
handheld fire extinguishers. Utilising
water as the main agent and nitrogen
as a propellant, this handheld range is
capable of extinguishing most types of
fires. These include rubber and plastic,
diesel and petrol fires, and electrical
fires rated up to 245kV.
The atomised mist generated by the
extinguisher increases the surface area
of the water by more than a
hundredfold. The micro-droplets rapidly
turn into cold steam when coming into

contact with burning or very hot
materials, further increasing the surface
area by 1 600 times. The endothermic
reaction effectively cools down any hot
surfaces in the immediate environment.

Hot spots are cooled down
Not only is the fire extinguished, but
any hot spots are cooled down without
any thermal shock. The thermal heat
radiation barrier created allows the
operator to approach the fire without
sustaining burns in order to deploy the
extinguisher. A protection mechanism
eliminates any false alarms. This
consists of a heat-sensitive pressurised
activation tube that requires heat to
rupture and open a differential valve on
the main cylinder to activate the
system.
Another solution offered by ASP Fire
is an Aqueous Film Forming Foam
(AFFF) for fire-extinguishing and vapour
suppression of hydrocarbon fuel fires.
The AFFF blanket blocks oxygen supply
to the fuel and cools any hot
flammable liquid by effectively sealing
the surface.

ASP Fire designs systems to suit individual vehicles and their specific requirements.
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FDIA

Fire Detection Installers Association
5th Floor East, Helvetia House, Greenvale Road, Wilbart, Germiston. South Africa
Postnet Suite #86 Private Bag X10020 Edenvale, 1610 Gauteng South Africa
Phone: 087 808-7527/011 452-1797 Fax: 086 518 4376
Web Site: www.fdia.co.za E-mail: fdia@fdia.co.za

Membership listing
FDIA - (RED for Detection only)
FDIA & GED - (BLUE for Detection AND Gas)
GED - (GREEN for Gas only)
FDIA - Service Division
Honory - (Black)
Member Member
No
Type

Company

Contact

Address

Telephone

E-mail

FDIA HONORY COMPANIES
FD1804

HONORARY Actsys (Pty) Ltd

Lance Govender

PO Box 13028
Lakefield
Benoni 1525

087 722 7777
082 555 1555

lance@actsys.co.za

FD1901

HONORARY Diversified Security Engineering

Nigel Versfeld

30 Harries Street
Plumstead
Cape Town 7800

082 460 7723

nigelv@dsegroup.co.za

FDHON

HONORARY FSIB Fire Systems (Inspections)

Keith Norgate

PO Box 16744
Dowerglen 1612

011 608 1249
082 444 1776

keith@firesystem.co.za

FDHON01 HONORARY FSIB Fire Systems t/a Fire Systems Training

Jolene v/d Westhuizen PO Box 16744
Dowerglen 1612

011 450 4706
082 444 1776

bookings@firesystraining.co.za

FD134

HONORARY Johnson Control, Fire Suppression Products

Andy O' Hare

P.O. Box 28085
Malvern 4055

011 026 9476
060 546 8888

andy.ohare@jci.com

FD1902

HONORARY Johnson Controls, Fire Detection Products

Shane Payne

P.O.Box 28085
Malvern 4055

011 011 4070
082 079 9536

shane.payne@jci.com

FD011

HONORARY Sysman Public Safety Systems (Pty) Ltd

Richard McLaughlin

PO Box 539
Lanseria 1748

011 300 3300
083 602 5722

richardmc@sysman.co.za

FE001

HONORARY TOA Electronics Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd

Lauren Sher

Postnet Suite 106
Private Bag X1
Edenglen 1613

011 608 1477
082 446 7602

Lsher@toasa.co.za

FD1009

HONORARY West Coast Automation Systems cc

Thomas Potgieter

PO Box 1388
Oranjemund
Namibia

+264 63 233378 info@westcoastas.com

FDIA MEMBER COMPANIES
FD1139

INSTALLER

ACF Technologies (Pty Ltd

Charles Thiongo

Postnet Suite 129
Private Bag X10016
Edenvale1610

011 452 2911
082 456 9814

info@firesensor.co.za

FD019

INSTALLER

Bhubesi Fire Projects (Pty) Ltd

Gareth Long

Postnet Suite 673
Private Bag X 033
Rivonia 2128

011 462 2742
083 272 8104

gareth@bhubesi.co.za

FD1134

INSTALLER

Compcrete cc

Peter Labuschagne

PO Box 2013
Wilropark 1731

011 958 1988
082 892 0745

peter@compcrete.co.za

FD904

INSTALLER

Data Connectivity Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Willie le Roux

PO Box 95092
Grant Park 2051

011 646 0955
082 888 8808

willie@dcsafrica.co.za

FD1405

INSTALLER

Fireworx 1475 (Pty) Ltd

Peter Knoechl

PO Box 624
Fourways North

086 077 7337
076 032 2168

accounts@fireworx1475.co.za

FD070

INSTALLER

Fidelity Fire Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Garvin Ogden

Private Bag X5
Westgate 1734

086 121 2910
071 889 8795

gogden@ffidelity-adt.co.za

FD005

INSTALLER

Firetech Intesol Projects (Pty) Ltd

Shantelle Alberts

260 Zwawelpoort Road
Zwavelpoort

012 667 2338
082 629 7491

shantelle@firetech.co.za

FD047

INSTALLER

FS Systems (Pty)Ltd

Jason Adams

PO Box 142
Observatory 7925

021 685 1111
083 406 4274

sales@fs-systems.co.za

FD047A

INSTALLER

FS Systems (Pty)Ltd - JHB

Jason Adams

PO Box 142
Observatory 7925

087 828 0428
083 406 4272

jason@fs-systems.co.za

FD098

INSTALLER

Gentech Services

Pieter Coetzee

PO Box 2251
Brakpan 1540

011 740 9032

pieter@gentechserv.co.za

FD076

INSTALLER

IBR Fire Systems (Pty) Ltd

Darren Stroberg

PO Box 5119
Brenthurst 1542

011 740 2424

darren@ibrfire.co.za

FD1807

INSTALLER

Hawk Fire Systems cc

Joey Louw

hawkfire@vodamail.co.za

Pretoria 0062

PO Box 752600

011 028 3442

Garden View 2047

072 035 4743

FD1806

INSTALLER

Itireleng Project Management (Pty) Ltd

Morne Goosen

PO Box 592
Olifantsfontein 1666

011 316 1808
061 528 2937

morne@itirelengsa.co.za

FD1904

INSTALLER

MC Fire and Security Technologies

Hennie van Rooyen

PO Box 14197
Hercules 0030

012 372 3639
082 887 2052

hennie@mcfire.co.za

FD1107

INSTALLER

Meyer Communications Africa cc

Abubakar Albertus

PO Box 44778
Claremont 7735

021 683 6258
061 406 4570

abu@meycom.co.za

FD1107A INSTALLER

Meyer Communications Africa cc Johannesburg

Byron Cloete
Claremont 7735

PO Box 44778

012 660 0118
083 414 6259

jhb@meycom.co.za

FD024

Multi-Net Systems (Pty)Ltd

Johan Smith

PO Box 48561
Hercules 0030

012 379 1753
083 458 8970

johans@multinetsystems.co.za

INSTALLER
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FD1702

INSTALLER

Mzansi Fire and Security (Pty) Ltd

Andrew Percy

PO Box 18084
Dalbridge 4014

031 203 5200
082 777 7097

andrew@mzansifireandsecurity.co.za

FD1501

INSTALLER

National Security and Fire (Pty) Ltd

Ivan Marais

PO Box 6776
Westgate1734

011 621 05050
082 379 5510

ivanm@national.co.za

FD2001

INSTALLER

OPT-X Project Management Services (Pty) Ltd Kerry Rafferty

PO Box 12056
Monte Vista 7460

021 558 7557
083 305 2584

leonie@opt-x.co.za

FD1501

INSTALLER

National Security and Fire (Pty) Ltd

Wilhelm Lubbe

PO Box 6776
Westgate1734

011 621 0505

wilhelml@national.co.za

FD1801

INSTALLER

RF Monitoring Systems (Pty) Ltd

Filip dos Santos

Postnet Suite 580
Private Bag X033
Rivonia 2128

011 608 0753
083 631 8179

admin@rfsystems.co.za

FD009

INSTALLER

Sensor Special Risk Technologies

Clive Foord

PO Box 2005
Primrose 1416

011 452 1339
082 446 1475

ssr@sensor.co.za

FG016

INSTALLER

ISF SFP (Pty) Ltd

Owen Smit

PO Box 82245
Southdale 2135

011 247 7800
083 266 5802

secfire@global.co.za

FG016A

INSTALLER

ISF SFP (Pty) Ltd - Durban

Ted Townsend
Pinetown 3600

PO Box 1741
083 652 3455

031 702 2130

ted@sfp.co.za

FG016B

INSTALLER

ISF SFP (Pty) Ltd - Cape Town

Fernando Antunes

PO Box 313
Table View 7439

021 526 9300
083 603 0399

sfpct@sfp.co.za

FD1206

INSTALLER

Sizanane 7 (Ez Trade 16 cc t/a)

Vanessa van Zijl

PO Box 11480
Randhart 1457

011 868 3131
082 566 1362

vanessa@sizanane7.co.za

FD800

INSTALLER

Smart Line Integration (Pty) Ltd

Charles Harris

PO Box 4337
Edenvale 1610

011 450 1939
079 524 9471

charles@sligroup.co.za

FD800A

INSTALLER

Smart Line Integration (Pty) Ltd - Cape Town Mark Tamine

Postnet Suite 1006
Private Bag X2
Century City 7446

021 180 0754
083 228 8098

mark@sligroup.co.za

FD902

INSTALLER

Spero Sensors and Instruments

Paul Stemmet

Private Bag X120
Centurion 0046

011 917 3208
082 882 8253

paul.stemmet@spero.co.za

FD1903

INSTALLER

Stefmet Technologies

Dewald Janse Van Vuuren PO Box 48950
Pretoria 30

012 377 2454
083 709 3344

dewald@stefmet.co.za

FD1503

INSTALLER

Tempest Fire cc

Neil Tyler

PO Box 25460
East Rand 1462

011 917 3208
011 917 3208

info@tempestfire.co.za

FD1805

INSTALLER

Transfire (Pty) Ltd

Rowan Ellis

PO Box 25784
East Rand 1462

011 822 2230
082 370 5442

003@transfire.co.za

FD1604

INSTALLER

Wideband Electronic Services cc

Tony Labe

PO Box 101
Bassonia 2061

011 432 1215
011 432 1215

tony@wideband.co.za

FDIA SUPPLIER MEMBERS
FD041

SUPPLIER

Fire and Security Techniques

Hanlie Truter

PO Box 277
Raslouw 0109

012 621 9400

htruter@fireandsecurity.com

FD125

SUPPLIER

Technoswitch (Pty) Ltd

Brett Birch

PO Box 1752
Randpark Ridge 2156

011 794 9144
083 514 6043

brett@technoswitch.co.za

FD125A

SUPPLIER

Technoswitch (Pty) Ltd - Cape Town

Johan Paulsen

PO Box 1752
Randpark Ridge 2156

021 948 4575
076 108 9868

info.ct@technoswitch.co.za

FD125B

SUPPLIER

Technoswitch (Pty) Ltd - Durban

Patrick Denyssen

PO Box 1752
Randpark Ridge 2156

031 266 8843
084 887 7719

info.dbn@technoswitch.co.za

FIRE DETECTION & SUPPRESSION solutions –
Saving lives and assets since 1974

PRODUCT RANGE








Aspirating Smoke Detection
Conveyor Belt Detection
Extinguishing Panels
Fire Control Panels
Kitchen Fire Suppression
Vehicle Fire Suppression
In-Cabinet Fire Suppression

SERVICES OFFERED
 Optical Beam Smoke
Detection
 Flame Detection
 Heat & Smoke Detection
 Linear Heat Detection
 Power Supplies
 Warning Devices

 Outstanding Customer Service
 Repairs & Technical Support
 Full Training on Fire Detection Systems,
including +Ð)  b²½obY,²8u
 Assistance with System Design and Budgetary Costing
 Locally Designed and Manufactured, as well as WorldClass Imported Fire Detection & Suppression Equipment

FIREDETEC ® AUTOMATIC
FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

Mining, power generation and industrial facilities are made up
of various and diverse areas, each with its unique challenges.
These intricate environments demand effective and reliable
specialist detection and suppression equipment to effectively
address the unique risks and requirements they present.
The FireDETEC® Compact Line Vehicle Fire System is a
Ob½bVbubb²bYo²bYb½bO½8YµÂ²bµµµËµ½b
YbµubY½²½bO½8bubO8²½b½8u8µ½o²b¢
Effective, compact and economical, the FireDETEC Compact
bµËµ½b}8µÂb²ÂµOb²½oO8½µ8Y8²È8µV
OÂYu½}b(8²8Y-
Ob²½oO8½8YO8
accommodate vehicle engines up to 25m3.

FDIA SERVICE MEMBERS
FDSERV01 SERVICE

Sensor Special Risk Technologies

Clive Foord

PO Box 2005
Primrose 1416

011 452 1339 /
082 446 1475

ssr@sensor.co.za

FDSERV02 SERVICE

MeyCom (Meyer Communications
(Africa) (Pty) Ltd t/a)

Juan-Louis

PO Box 44778
Claremont 7735

021 683 6258
083 436 2044

jl@meycom.co.za

FDSERV03 SERVICE

ISF SFP (Pty) Ltd

Owen Smit

PO Box 82245
Southdale 2135

011 247 7800
083 266 5802

secfire@global.co.za

FDSERV06 SERVICE

Compcrete cc

Peter Labuschagne

PO Box 2013
Wilropark 1731

011 958 1988
082 892 0745

peter@compcrete.co.za

FDSERV07 SERVICE

Gentech Services

Pieter Coetzee

PO Box 2251
Brakpan 1540

011 740 9032

pieter@gentechserv.co.za

FDSERV08 SERVICE

Data Connectivity Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Willie le Roux

PO Box 95092
Grant Park 2051

011 646 0955
082 888 8808

willie@dcsafrica.co.za

FDSERV09 SERVICE

Smart Line Integration (Pty) Ltd

Johan du Plessis

PO Box 4337
Edenvale 1610

011 450 1939
079 524 9471

joahn@sligroup.co.za

FDSERV011 SERVICE

Multi-Net Systems (Pty) Ltd

Anne Vermaak

PO Box 48561
Hercules 0030

012 379 1753

annec@multinetsystems.co.z

FDSERV014 SERVICE

Elite Fire Technologies

Martin Louis Ferreira

Postnet Suite 152
Private Bag X855
Totuisdal 186

082 532 2425

louis@newwaveholdings.co.za

FDSERV015 SERVICE

Sizanane 7 (Ez Trade 16 cc t/a)

Vanessa van Zijl

PO Box 11480
Randhart 1457

011 868 3131
082 566 1362

vanessa@sizanane7.co.za

RISE-CERTIFIED ACCORDING TO
SPCR 183 / SP METHOD 4912

CAPE TOWN
T +27 (0)21 948 4575

HEAD OFFICE – JOHANNESBURG
T +27 (0)11 794 9144 E info@technoswitch.co.za
Cussonia Park, 3 Ridge Road, Laser Park, Johannesburg

ISO 9001:2015 Certified
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DURBAN
T +27 (0)31 266 8843

Fire Protection
Association of Southern
Africa
Since 1973 . . . . .
The Association has offered an array of
fire risk management, consulting and
engineering services. These include fire
risk assessments, legal compliance
reviews, fire safety audits, fire
investigations, fire and evacuation
procedures and plans; along with general
fire safety management consulting.
A wide range of courses is presented by
the FPA Fire College. Among these are
the Confederation of Fire Protection
Associations (Europe) Diploma in Fire
Prevention and the CFPA Europe
Principles of Fire Engineering course.
FPASA's Insurer Fire Impact Reduction
Strategy (lnFIReS) incorporates The
National Fire Information Resource
(NatFIRe) facility to improve the
collection, collation and availability of
National Fire Loss Statistics.
The membership options and benefits
add value to any organisation with an
interest in fire engineering, fire
prevention, fire protection, or fire safety
management.
FPASA
P O Box 15467 Impala Park 1472

Website: www.fpasa.co.za
Tel: (011) 397 1618, Satellite Tel: (011) 552-6908/9 Fax: (011) 397 1160

FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
(Incorporated Association not for Gain.Reg. No. 1973/000022/08)

